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5.2 Introduction

It has long been recognized that marketing planning is ultimately driven by the market-

ing planner’s perception of how and why customers behave as they do, and how they

are likely to respond to the various elements of the marketing mix (see Illustration 5.1).
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5.1 Learning objectives

When you have read this chapter you should be able to understand:

(a) the factors that influence consumer behaviour;

(b) the structure of the consumer buying decision process;

(c) the nature of organizational buying;

(d) how an understanding of buying processes can be used in the development of

marketing strategy;

(e) why relationship marketing is becoming an increasingly important strategic mar-

keting tool and how a relationship marketing programme can be developed.

Illustration 5.1 The advantages of 
understanding customer needs

Although the arguments for constant and

detailed customer analysis have been well

rehearsed, numerous organizations fall into

the trap of believing that, because they deal

with their customers on a day-to-day basis,

they have a clear understanding of their needs

and motivations. The reality is, however, often

very different, as is shown for example by the

ways in which companies are seemingly taken

by surprise by the decline of major market

sectors, the loss of long-standing accounts,

and by the way in which some 80 per cent of

all new products launched fail. There is there-

fore an overwhelming argument for regular

assessments (and reassessments) of what

customers really want, their current levels of

satisfaction, and the scope that exists for

developing new products and services that

existing customers might buy. In discussing

this, Davidson (1987a, p. 60) cites a number

of examples, including:

➡ Accounting firms which having been

heavily committed to a mature product –

the annual company audit – used this as

the entry point for developing a wide

range of consultancy services. They are

now firmly positioned in the highly prof-

itable management consultancy market,

having retained their stable core auditing

business.

➡ One of the great success stories of the

1980s was the Sony Walkman. Its devel-

opment was brought about as the result

of Sony’s Chairman, Akio Morita, observ-

ing that the quality of stereo on planes

was poor. The Sony Walkman technology

was therefore developed initially for
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In the majority of markets, however, buyers differ enormously in terms of their

buying dynamics. The task faced by the marketing planner in coming to terms with

these differences is consequently complex. In consumer markets, for example, not only

do buyers typically differ in terms of their age, income, educational levels and geo-

graphical location, but more fundamentally in terms of their personality, their lifestyles

and their expectations. In the case of organizational and industrial markets, differences

are often exhibited in the goals being pursued, the criteria employed by those involved

in the buying process, the formality of purchasing policies, and the constraints that

exist in the form of delivery dates and expected performance levels.

Despite these complexities, it is essential that the marketing planner understands in

detail the dynamics of the buying process, since the costs and competitive implications of

failing to do so are likely to be significant. In the case of new product development, for

example, it is generally recognized that some 80 per cent of all new products launched

fail, a statistic that owes much to a lack of understanding of customers’ expectations. It is

for these sorts of reasons that a considerable amount of research has been conducted in

the post-war period in order to provide us with a greater understanding of buying pat-

terns, and to enable us to predict more readily how buyers will behave in any given situa-

tion. Within this chapter we therefore focus upon some of the factors which influence

behaviour and how subsequently they influence marketing strategy. It does need to be

emphasized, however, that a series of interrelationships exist between this material and

the areas covered in Chapter 8, in which we examine approaches to segmentation, target-

ing and positioning. The reader might therefore find it useful at this stage to turn briefly

to Chapter 8 to identify the nature of these interrelationships before continuing.

5.3 Coming to terms with buyer behaviour

Irrespective of whether the marketing planner is operating in a consumer, industrial or

organizational market, there are eight questions which underpin any understanding of

buyer behaviour:
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global travellers. Once the technology was

available, Sony recognized the product’s

potential for a younger and far larger

market.

➡ Dulux Solid Emulsion Paint, which over-

came the perennial problem faced by the

DIY decorator, that of paint spattering

over the floor. The advantages of the

product were capitalized upon in an inten-

sive advertising campaign and confirmed

Dulux’s position as the market leader.

By contrast, when the American motorcycle

manufacturer Harley Davidson threw a party

in September 2003 to celebrate the 100th

anniveresary of its foundation, it chose as its

leading act Elton John, only to find the crowd

leaving in droves. According to Jim Stingl of

the Milwaukee Journal: ‘It was the wrong

choice. These guys – the dealers and the

hardcore hairy road warriors – like ZZ Top and

Cream. It was as if Harley was saying, “You

think you know our customer? Think again.”’
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1 Who is in the market and what is the extent of their power with regard to the

organization?

2 What do they buy?

3 Why do they buy?

4 Who is involved in the buying?

5 How do they buy?

6 When do they buy?

7 Where do they buy?

8 What are the customers’ ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ spots? (‘Hot’ spots are those elements of the

marketing offer that the customer sees to be particularly important and reassuring –

and on which the organization delivers. ‘Cold’ spots are those elements that alienate

the customer. An example of this might be poor or inconsistent service.)

It is the answers to these questions which should provide the marketing planner with

an understanding of the ways in which buyers are most likely to respond to marketing

stimuli. It then follows from this that the organization that makes the best use of the

information should be in a position to gain a competitive advantage. For this reason, a

considerable amount of time, effort and money has been spent over the past few

decades in attempting to provide the marketing planner with a series of answers.

The starting point for much of this work has been a straightforward stimulus–

response model of the sort illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Here, stimuli in the form both of the external environment and the elements of the

marketing mix enter the buyer’s ‘black box’ and interact with the buyer’s characteristics

and decision processes to produce a series of outputs in the form of purchase decisions.

Included within these is the question of whether to buy and, if so, which product and

brand, which dealer, when, and in what quantities. The task faced by the marketing
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Figure 5.1 A stimulus–response model of buyer behaviour
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planner therefore involves understanding how this black box operates. To do this, we

need to consider the two principal components of the box: firstly, the factors that the

individual brings to the buying situation; secondly, the decision processes that are used.

We will therefore begin by focusing upon these background factors – cultural, social,

personal and psychological – as a prelude to examining the detail of the decision process

itself.

However, before doing this, we need to highlight just one of the major changes of

the past few years, that of the emergence of what might loosely be termed ‘the new

consumer’. The new consumer is typically far more demanding and far more discrim-

inating than consumers of the past, as well as being far less brand loyal and much more

willing to complain. In many ways, the emergence of this new type of consumer repre-

sents one of the biggest challenges for marketers, since their expectations of organiza-

tions and their relationships that they demand are very different from anything

previously. The characteristics and marketing implications of the new consumer are

examined in some detail at a later stage in the chapter (see pp. 188–92), although

Illustration 5.2 provides the reader with an overview of some of their key features.
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Illustration 5.2 The emergence of the new
consumer

In many ways, the most significant and far-

reaching legacies for marketing of the eco-

nomic and social changes and turbulence of

the late 1980s and early 1990s are reflected in

what we might loosely refer to as the emer-

gence of the ‘new’ consumer and the ‘new’

competitor (the dimensions of the new com-

petitor are discussed in Chapter 6). Although

neither is necessarily new in any absolute

sense, they differ in a series of ways from tradi-

tional consumers and competitors in that their

expectations, values and patterns of behaviour

are all very different from that with which mar-

keting planners traditionally had to come to

terms. The consequences of this are mani-

fested in several ways but, in the case of the

new consumer, by the way in which the degree

of understanding of customers’ motivations

must be far greater and the marketing effort

tailored more firmly and clearly to the patterns

of specific need. We can therefore see the new

consumer as being characterized by:

➡ The development of new value systems

➡ A greater emphasis upon value for money

➡ Higher levels of price awareness and price

sensitivity

➡ An increased demand for and a willing-

ness to accept more and exciting new

products

➡ Less technophobia

➡ Lower levels of brand and supplier loyalty,

and the development of what might be

referred to as customer and brand pro-

msicuity

➡ A greater willingness to experiment with

new products, ideas and delivery systems

➡ A generally far more questioning and

sceptical attitude towards government,

big business and brands

➡ Higher levels of environmental awareness

➡ Fundamental changes in family structures

and relationships

➡ The changed and changing roles of men

and women.
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Taking just one of these twelve characteristics listed in Illustration 5.2 – the

changed and changing roles of men and women – its significance can perhaps be appre-

ciated by the fact that more than 40 per cent of new cars that are bought privately are

now bought by women; this compares with less than 6 per cent in 1970. From the view-

point of the car manufacturers, the implications have been enormous and have had to

be reflected not just in terms of the design of cars, but also the nature of the market

research that is conducted, the advertising and promotion that is carried out, and the

approach to selling.

The new consumer and the youth market

The differences that exist between the new consumer and the old are even more appar-

ent – and more extreme – in the case of young(er) consumers (for our purposes here, we

see these to be aged between 4 and 19), in that this segment, when compared with other

customer groups, is also typically:

➡ Far more media literate

➡ Infinitely more advertising literate

➡ Much more brand literate, brand sophisticated and brand discriminating

➡ Far more technologically literate.

To a large extent, these higher levels of media advertising, brand and technological lit-

eracy can be seen to be the direct result of having been exposed to a far greater number

and a much larger variety of media than any previous generation. Included within this

are 24-hour television, satellite broadcasting, and a huge upsurge in the numbers of

newspapers and ever far more finely targeted magazines. The advertising literacy then

follows directly from this in that the sheer number of advertisements to which they

have been exposed is higher than ever before. Brand literacy emerges from brands hav-

ing been an integral part of lifestyles for as long as this generation has been alive, some-

thing that was not always the case with older consumers. Equally, the technological

literacy follows from their exposure to technologies such as information technology

from a very early age. The combined effect of this is the emergence of a very different

type of young buyer who has very different and often much more unpredictable pat-

terns of buying, and who is typically very aware of the subtleties of brand differences.
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In essence, therefore, one can see the new

consumer to be very different from con-

sumers of the past in that they are typically:

1 Far more demanding

2 Far more discriminating

3 Much less brand loyal

4 Much more willing to complain than cus-

tomers in the past.

These themes are explored in greater detail in

the Appendix to this chapter.
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In many ways, the emergence of this new type of consumer, be it in the teen mar-

ket or those aged 20–55, represents one of the biggest challenges for marketers, since

their expectations of organizations and the nature of the relationships that they

demand are very different from anything previously. Recognizing this, if marketers

fail to come to terms with this development, the implications for organizational

performance and marketing planning are significant, something that is discussed at

a later stage in the chapter.

5.4 Factors influencing consumer behaviour

From the viewpoint of the marketing planner, the mix of cultural, social, personal

and psychological factors that influence behaviour (illustrated in Figure 5.2) is

largely non-controllable. Because of the influence they exert upon patterns of buy-

ing, it is essential that as much effort as possible is put into understanding how they

interact and, ultimately, how they influence purchase behaviour. In doing this, it is

important not to lose sight of the differences that exist between customers and con-

sumers, and the implications of these differences for strategy. The term ‘consumer’ is

typically taken to mean the final user, who is not necessarily the customer. In the

case of foodstuffs such as breakfast cereals, for example, the buyer (generally still the

housewife) acts on behalf of her family. For the marketing mix to be effective, it is

quite obviously essential that the strategist therefore understands not just what the

customer wants (e.g. value for money), but also what the consumer wants (e.g. taste,

free gifts, image).
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Figure 5.2 Factors influencing consumer behaviour
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The significance of culture

The most fundamental of the four influencing forces, and hence the logical starting point

for any analysis of behaviour, is the buyer’s set of cultural factors. These include culture,

subculture and social class. Of these, it is the culture of the society itself that typically

proves to be the most fundamental and enduring influence on behaviour, since human

behaviour is very largely the result of our socialization, initially within the family and

then, increasingly, within a series of other institutions such as schools, friendship groups,

clubs, and so on. It is from this that we learn our set(s) of values, perceptions, preferences

and behaviour patterns. Schiffman and Kanuk (1983, pp. 404–20) suggest that, in the west-

ern world at least, these include achievement, success, efficiency, progress, material com-

fort, practicality, individualism, freedom, humanitarianism, youthfulness and practicality.

It is these which, to a very large extent, determine and drive our patterns of behaviour.

This broad set of values is then influenced in turn by the subcultures in which we

develop. These include nationality groups, religious groups, racial groups and geo-

graphical areas, all of which exhibit degrees of difference in ethnic taste, cultural prefer-

ences, taboos, attitudes and lifestyle.

The influence of subcultures is subsequently affected by a third set of variables:

that of social stratification and, in particular, social class. The significance of social class as

a determinant of behaviour is discussed in some detail in Chapter 4. At this stage, we

will therefore simply highlight its key characteristics, which, traditionally at least, have

been suggested to be as follows:

1 People within a particular social class are more similar than those from different

social classes

2 Social class is determined by a series of variables, such as occupation, income, educa-

tion and values, rather than by a single variable

3 Individuals can move from one social class to another.

Although research in recent years has led to a modification of these ideas as the degree

of social mobility has increased, the most important single implication of social class is

the still valid assumption that it exerts a significant degree of influence in areas such as

clothing, cars, leisure pursuits and media preferences.

Social factors

Against this background of cultural forces, the strategist needs then to turn to an exam-

ination of the influence exerted by a series of social factors, including reference groups,

family, social role and status.

Reference groups can be divided into four types:

1 Primary membership groups, which are generally informal and to which individuals belong

and within which they interact. These include family, neighbours, colleagues and friends.
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2 Secondary membership groups, which tend to be more formal than primary groups and

within which less interaction typically takes place. Included within these are trade

unions, religious groups and professional societies.

3 Aspirational groups, to which an individual would like to belong.

4 Dissociative groups, whose values and behaviour the individual rejects.

The influence exerted by reference groups tends to vary considerably from one product

and brand to another, as well as at different stages of the individual’s life stage. Among

the products and brands that typically have been found to be influenced most directly

by reference group behaviour are cars, drinks, clothing and cigarettes. The influence of

reference groups does, however, change over the course of the product life cycle. In the

introductory stage, for example, the question of whether to buy is heavily influenced by

others, although the influence upon the choice of brand is not particularly significant.

In the growth stage, the group influences both product and brand choice, while in

maturity it is the brand but not the product that is subject to this influence. The influ-

ence of reference groups in the decline stage is almost invariably weak in terms of both

the product and brand choice.

The implications of these findings are significant and provide the marketing plan-

ner with a series of guidelines, the most important of which centres around the need to

identify the opinion leaders for each reference group. Our understanding of opinion lead-

ership has developed considerably over the past few years, and whereas at one time it

was believed that opinion leadership was limited primarily to prominent figures within

society, this is no longer seen to be the case. Rather, it is recognized that an individual

may well be an opinion leader in certain circumstances, but an opinion follower in

others. Quite obviously, this makes the task of identifying opinion leaders more dif-

ficult and gives emphasis to the need to understand not just the demographic but par-

ticularly the psychographic characteristics of the group that the strategist is attempting

to influence.

For many products, however, it is the family that exerts the greatest single influ-

ence on behaviour, even though, as we suggest elsewhere in this chapter, the size and

structure of the family unit has changed considerably over the past 20 years. This

includes both the family of orientation (parents, brothers and sisters) and the family of pro-

creation (spouse and children). The significance of the family as a determinant of buying

behaviour has long been recognized, and for this reason it has been the subject of a con-

siderable amount of research in order to identify the roles and relative influence exerted

by different family members. Although it is not our intention to examine this area in

detail, there are several general conclusions that have emerged from this research and

that merit emphasis at this stage:

➡ The involvement of both partners within a relationship upon purchase decisions

varies greatly from one product category to another, with women still playing the

principal role in the purchasing of food and clothing. Although this has changed

somewhat over the past few years as the proportion of working women has
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increased and divorce rates have escalated, the Institute of Grocery Distribution has

estimated that, in the UK, women still account for some 80 per cent of food

purchases.

➡ Joint husband and wife (or partner) decision-making tends to be a characteristic of

more expensive product choices, where the opportunity cost of a ‘wrong’ decision is

greater.

At a more general level, however, research in the USA has identified three patterns of

decision-making within the family and the sorts of product category with which each is

typically associated. These are:

1 Husband-dominant – life insurance, cars and consumer electronics

2 Wife-dominant – washing machines, carpets, kitchenware and non-living-room fur-

niture

3 Equal – living-room furniture, holidays, housing, furnishings and entertainment.

Although this research is useful in that it distinguishes between the different decision-

making patterns, the results need to be treated with a degree of caution, if only because

of the ways in which roles within the family have changed (and indeed still are chang-

ing) significantly.

The final social factor that typically influences purchase behaviour consists of the

individual’s actual and perceived roles and statuses, both within society in general and

within groups in particular. The significance of status symbols and the messages they

communicate has long been recognized. The obvious implication, however, for the mar-

keting strategist is to position products and brands in such a way that they reinforce the

messages suited to particular individuals and groups.

Personal influences on behaviour

The third major category of influences upon behaviour is made up of the buyer’s set

of personal characteristics, including age and life-cycle stage, occupation, economic cir-

cumstances, lifestyle and personality. The majority of these factors have been used

extensively by marketing strategists in segmenting markets; this is discussed further

on pp. 328–45.

Psychological influences

The fourth and final set of influences upon behaviour consists of the four principal psy-

chological factors – motivation, perception, learning, and beliefs and attitudes. The first

of these, motivation, is in many ways both the most important to understand and the

most complex to analyse. The starting point involves recognizing the differences

between biogenic needs, which are physiological (hunger, thirst and discomfort), and
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psychogenic needs, which are essentially psychological states of tension (these include

the need for esteem and the desire for recognition or belonging). It is these needs

which, when they become sufficiently intense, create a motivation to act in such a way

that the tension of the need is reduced. The search to understand the detail of this

process has led to a considerable amount of research over the past 100 years and, in

turn, to a variety of theories of human motivation. The best known of these are the the-

ories of Marshall, Freud, Veblen, Herzberg, Vroon and Maslow.

The first of these, the Marshallian model, is in many ways the most straightforward

and is based on the idea that a person’s behaviour is inherently rational and motivated

by economic factors. The economic individual therefore attempts to maximize total sat-

isfaction by buying goods and services from which the marginal utility is, in theory at

least, equivalent to the marginal utility of the alternatives. Although such an overtly

rational view of behaviour has long been criticized as being too partial and inadequate

an explanation, it has been argued that the Marshallian model contributes the following

to our understanding of buyer behaviour:

1 It is axiomatic that every buyer acts in the light of his own best interest. The question

is whether an economist would describe these actions as ‘rational’.

2 The model is normative in the sense that it provides a logical basis for purchase deci-

sions, i.e. how one should decide rather than how one actually decides.

3 The model suggests a number of useful behavioural hypotheses, e.g. the lower the

price, the greater the sales; the lower the price of substitute products, the lower the sales

of this product; the lower the price of complementary products, the higher the sales of

this product; the higher the real income, the higher the sales of this product, provided

that it is not an ‘inferior’ good; the higher the promotional expenditure, the higher

the sales.

Freud’s work, by contrast, suggests that the psychological factors that influence behav-

iour are for the most part unconscious, and that as a consequence we can only rarely

understand our true motivations. Equally, in the process of growing up and conforming

to the rules of society, we repress a series of urges. The obvious implication of this for

marketing is that a consumer’s stated motive for buying a particular brand or product

may well be very different from the more fundamental underlying motive. Thus, in the

case of a fast car, the stated motive might be the ability to get from A to B quickly. The

underlying motive, however, might well be the desire for status and to be noticed.

Similarly, with an expensive watch the stated motive might be the product’s reliability,

while the real – and unconscious – motive might again be status and the desire to

impress others.

The best-known exponent of Freudian theory in marketing was Ernest Dichter,

who, in the 1950s, developed a series of techniques, under the general heading of

motivational research, designed to uncover consumers’ deepest motives. Motivational

research was subjected to a considerable amount of criticism on the grounds that

buyers were subsequently being manipulated and persuaded to act against their
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own interests. Two of the most vociferous opponents of motivational research

proved to be Galbraith and Packard. Galbraith (1958), for example, levelled a series

of criticisms against the development of the consumer society, arguing that con-

sumers were being persuaded to act against their true interests. Packard’s criticisms,

in his book The Hidden Persuaders (1957), were aimed even more specifically at tech-

niques of motivational research and raised the spectre of the wholesale manipulation

of society by marketing people for their own ends. Largely because of the subse-

quent publicity, motivational research became a less acceptable research technique

and this, coupled with a whole series of problems experienced in its use, led to its

gradual decline.

The Freudian view that a consumer’s stated motives may well be very different

from the true motives is echoed in Veblen’s (1899) socio-psychological interpretations

of behaviour. Many purchases, he argued, are motivated not by need but by a desire

for prestige and social standing. Although Veblen’s views, and in particular his

emphasis upon conspicuous consumption, have subsequently been modified by

research findings, his contribution to our understanding of buyer behaviour is signifi-

cant, not least because it stresses the importance of social relationships as an influence

upon choice.

The fourth major theory of motivation, one which has received considerable atten-

tion from marketing analysts over the past 30 years, was developed by Herzberg.

Labelled the ‘two-factor theory’ of motivation, it distinguishes between satisfiers (factors

that create satisfaction) and dissatisfiers (factors that create dissatisfaction). In the case of

a car, for example, the absence of a warranty would be a dissatisfier. The existence of

a warranty, however, is not a satisfier since it is not one of the principal reasons for

buying the product. These are more likely to be the car’s looks, its performance and the

status that the buyer feels the product confers upon the driver.

There are several implications of this theory for marketing, of which two are

particularly significant. First, the seller needs to be fully aware of the dissatisfiers,

which, while they will not by themselves sell the product, can easily ‘unsell’ it. The

second implication, which follows logically from this, is that the strategist needs to

understand in detail the various satisfiers and then concentrate not just upon supplying

them, but also giving them full emphasis in the marketing programme.

The fifth and final principal theory of motivation was put forward by Maslow,

who suggested that behaviour can be explained in terms of a hierarchy of needs; this is

illustrated in Figure 5.3.

The model suggests that a person begins by concentrating upon satisfying the

most important and most basic physiological needs before moving on to the higher

levels of need. Thus, as each level is satisfied, the next level is likely to become the

focus of attention.

Although, from the viewpoint of the marketing strategist, Maslow’s theory is

arguably of less direct value than that of, say, Herzberg, it is of value in that it provides

yet another insight into the ways in which products fit into the goals and lives of

consumers.
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Issues of perception

Against the background of an understanding of the factors influencing motivation, the

marketing strategist needs then to consider the influence of perception, since it is the way

in which motivated individuals perceive a given situation that determines precisely how

they will behave. It has long been understood that because of the three elements of the

perceptual process – selective attention, selective distortion and selective retention – indi-

viduals can perceive the same object in very different ways. It is the failure to recognize

and take account of this that often leads to a confusion of, for example, advertising mes-

sages. Research in this area has provided a series of insights into the perceptual process,

and subsequently to a series of guidelines for marketers. In the case of selection attention,

for example, simply because of the enormous number of stimuli that we are exposed to

each day (more than 2200 advertisements alone), a substantial number are either ignored

or given only cursory attention. If a marketing message is to succeed, it therefore has to

fight against this screening process. This can be done in one of several ways, including:

1 The use of black and white advertisements when others are in colour, or vice versa.

2 The use of shock messages – in 1990, for example, the RSPCA drew attention to the

number of stray dogs being destroyed each year by showing a mountain of bodies.

Equally, Benetton has over the years run a series of highly controversial advertise-
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Figure 5.3 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
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ments, while French Connection UK coveted controversy with the ambiguity of the

FCUK logo.

3 The sheer size of the advertisement.

4 Substantial money-off offers.

5 The unexpected – a glue manufacturer used his product to stick a car to a hoarding

in London some 15 feet above the pavement.

However, even when a message does reach the consumer, there is no guarantee that it

will be interpreted in the way that was intended. Each person modifies information in

such a way that it fits neatly into the existing mindset. This process of selective distortion

means that messages that confirm preconceived notions are far more likely to be

accepted than those that challenge these notions. Although a mindset can be changed,

this is typically both costly and time-consuming. However, one example of where this

has been done with considerable success is with Japanese products. The image and rep-

utation of the majority of Japanese products in the 1960s was generally poor, a factor

that had implications for, among other things, distribution and pricing. Throughout the

1970s, 1980s and 1990s, however, the Japanese concentrated on quality and product

innovation to the point at which even the most die-hard and conservative European or

American was forced to admit that in many markets it is now the Japanese who set the

lead.

A similar example is that of the car manufacturer, Skoda. Long seen as rugged,

cheap and utilitarian, their takeover by Volkswagen in the 1990s and a heavy invest-

ment in new product development, manufacturing and marketing has led to a radical

repositioning of the brand; this is discussed in Illustration 5.3.
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Illustration 5.3 The repositioning of Skoda
Throughout the 1980s and into the early

1990s, Skoda was a byword for everything

that was wrong with east European products

in general and their cars in particular. With a

reputation for being ugly, unreliable and for

rusting away, the brand had little credibility in

western markets. Following the collapse of

communism and the Socialist Republic of

Czechoslovakia in 1989, the new govern-

ment immediately embarked on a pro-

gramme of industrial privatization. Among

the companies put up for sale was Skoda.

In 1990, Volkswagen Group, intent on expand-

ing into eastern Europe, took a 30 per cent

share of the company and gained managerial

control (it subsequently increased its share-

holding to 70 per cent and then total owner-

ship). Specialists from Germany were sent to

the main Skoda factory to re-engineer the

production line, retrain the workers, update

the designs, and encourage suppliers to

adopt just-in-time practices.

Within the first 10 years of VW’s control and

with an investment of £1 billion and a further

£1 billion planned, Skoda launched three new

models and invested heavily in an advertising

campaign designed to reposition the brand in

consumers’ minds. In doing this, the company
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The third element of perception is that of selective retention. Quite simply, individu-

als forget much of what they learn. Therefore, to ensure that a message is retained, it

needs to be relevant, generally straightforward, one which reinforces existing positive

attitudes and that, in the case of certain products, is catchy. Many people, for example,

still remember simple advertising slogans such as ‘Beanz Meanz Heinz’, ‘Drinka Pinta

Milk a Day’, ‘Go to work on an egg’ and ‘Guinness is good for you’, even though, in

some cases, the message has not been used for well over 30 years.

Once individuals have responded to an advertisement, they go through a process of

learning. If the experience with the product is generally positive, the likelihood of repeat

purchase is obviously increased. If, however, the experience is largely negative, not only

is the likelihood of repeat purchase reduced, but the negative attitude that develops is

likely to be extended to other products from the same manufacturer and possibly the

country of origin. It is the set of beliefs and attitudes that emerge both from our own

experiences and from those of individuals in our reference groups that build up a set of

product and brand images. These, in turn, lead us to behave in relatively consistent

ways. An obvious problem that can therefore be faced by a manufacturer stems from the

difficulties of changing attitudes and images once they have been established.

5.5 The buying decision process

Having identified the various factors that influence behaviour, the marketing strategist

is then in a position to examine the buying process itself. This involves focusing on

three distinct elements:
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decided to confront the problem head-on.

Typical of the poster campaign was a sleek

image of a shadowy, powerful car with a

Skoda badge and the line ‘No, really . . .’. In a

television campaign, three stooges – a politi-

cian, a self-important car show official and a

car park attendant – all mistake the gleam-

ingly up-to-date new Skoda for something

else. The pay-off line is, ‘It’s a Skoda. Honest.’

Underpinning the campaign was the funda-

mental recognition that any attempt at repo-

sitioning had to be based upon a series of

radical changes and improvements to the

product itself. In the absence of this, any

attempt at repositioning would undoubtedly

fail. The new Skoda models therefore empha-

sized quality, the driving experience, the

Volkswagen link/heritage and value for money.

Previously, the traditional Skoda driver was a

56-year-old man with little interest in design or

performance, and who wanted basic low-cost

and no-frills transport. Although the company

was intent on repositioning the brand by

appealing to a younger market and more

women (young, middle-class women make up

the largest single group of customers for small

cars), it also recognised it could not afford to

alienate its traditional markets, which had a

76 per loyalty/repurchase rate.

Source: Weekend FT Magazine, Financial

Times, 29 April 2000, pp. 22–3, 40.
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1 The buying roles within the decision-making unit

2 The type of buying behaviour

3 The decision process.

The five buying roles

In the majority of cases and for the majority of products, identifying the buyer is a rela-

tively straightforward exercise. In some instances, however, the decision of what to buy

involves several people, and here we can identify five distinct roles:

1 The initiator, who first suggests buying the product or service

2 The influencer, whose comments affect the decision made

3 The decider, who ultimately makes all or part of the buying decision

4 The buyer, who physically makes the purchase

5 The user(s), who consume(s) the product or service.

Identifying who plays each of these roles, and indeed how they play them, is important

since it is this information which should be used to determine a wide variety of market-

ing decisions. In the case of advertising, for example, the question of who plays each of

the buying roles should be used to decide on who the advertising is to be aimed at, the

sort of appeal, the timing of the message, and the placing of the message.

Different types of buying behaviour

So far in this discussion, we have referred simply to ‘buying behaviour’. In practice,

of course, it is possible to identify several types of buying decision and hence several

types of buying behaviour. The most obvious distinction to make is based on the

expense, complexity, risk and opportunity cost of the purchase decision – the process a

consumer goes through in deciding on a new car or major holiday, for example, will be

radically different from the process in deciding whether to buy a chocolate bar.

Recognition of this has led Assael (1987, Chapter 4) to distinguish between four types of

buying behaviour, depending on the degree of buyer involvement in the purchase and

the extent to which brands differ. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Understanding the buying decision process

The third and final stage that we are concerned with here is the structure of the buying

decision process that consumers go through. In other words, precisely how do con-

sumers buy particular products? Do they, for example, search for information and make

detailed comparisons, or do they rely largely upon the advice of a store assistant? Are

they influenced significantly by price or by advertising? Questions such as these have

led to a considerable amount of research into the buying process and subsequently to

consumers being categorized either as deliberate buyers or compulsive buyers.
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To help in coming to terms with this, a series of models have been proposed that

focus not simply upon the purchase decision, but upon the process leading up to this

decision, the decision itself, and then subsequently post-purchase behaviour. An exam-

ple of this sort of model is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Here, the process begins with the consumer’s recognition of a problem, or perhaps

more commonly, a want. This may emerge as the result of an internal stimulus (hunger

or thirst) or an external stimulus in the form of an advertisement or a colleague’s com-

ment. This leads to the search for information, which might be at the level simply of a

heightened awareness or attention to advertising, or at the deeper level of extensive

information searching. In either case, the search process is likely to involve one or more

of four distinct sources:

1 Personal sources, such as family, friends, colleagues and neighbours

2 Public sources, such as the mass media and consumer organizations – a typical exam-

ple would be the Consumers’ Association’s Which? magazine
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Figure 5.4 The four types of buying behaviour (adapted from Assael, 1987)
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Figure 5.5 A sequential model of the buying process
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3 Commercial sources, such as advertising, sales staff and brochures

4 Experimental sources, such as handling or trying the product.

The relative importance of each of these varies greatly from person to person and

product to product. Typically, therefore, the consumer might gain the greatest amount

of information from commercial sources such as newspapers and advertisments.

However, the information that is most likely to influence behaviour comes from per-

sonal sources such as friends. Each type of source plays a different role in influencing

the buying decision. Commercial information, for example, plays an informing func-

tion, while personal sources perform a legitimizing and/or evaluation function.

By gathering information in this way, consumers develop an awareness, know-

ledge and understanding of the various brands in the market. An obvious task then

faced by marketing strategists is how best to ensure that their brand stands out from

the others available and is subsequently purchased. In essence, this involves moving

the product or brand from the total set available, through to the consumer’s awareness

set and consideration set to the choice set, from which the consumer ultimately makes the

buying decision; this is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 5.6.

However, for this to be done effectively, the strategist needs to have a clear under-

standing of the criteria used by consumers in comparing products. Much of the

research in this area has focused primarily upon the cognitive element, suggesting that

consumers make product judgements on a rational basis (see Illustration 5.4). Whether

this is the case in practice is, of course, highly debatable and contradicts much of what

we have already said.
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Figure 5.6 The move from the consumer’s total set to the choice set
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Illustration 5.4 Customers buy benefits,
not products

Recognition of the idea that customers do

not buy products but are instead interested in

the benefits gained from using the product

has long been at the heart of successful mar-

keting. This has been commented on by,

among others, McDonald (1995, pp. 102–3):

The difference between benefits and

products is not just a question of

semantics. It is crucial to the company

seeking success. Every product has its

features: size, shape, performance,

weight, the material from which it is

made, and so on. Many companies fall

into the trap of talking to customers

about these features rather than what

those features mean to the customer.

This is not surprising. For example, if,

when asked a question about the

product, the salesman could not pro-

vide an accurate answer, the customer

might lose confidence and, doubting

the salesman, will soon doubt his

product. Most salesmen are therefore

very knowledgeable about the tech-

nical features of the products they sell.

They have to have these details at

their fingertips when they talk to buy-

ers, designers and technical experts.

However, being expert in technical detail is

not enough. The customer may not be able

to work out the benefits that particular fea-

tures bring and it is therefore up to the sales-

man to explain the benefits that accrue from

every feature he mentions.

A simple formula to ensure that this cus-

tomer-oriented approach is adopted is always

to use the phrase ‘which means that’ to link a

feature to the benefit it brings:

‘Maintenance time has been reduced

from 4 to 3 hours, which means that

most costs are reduced by . . .’

‘The engine casing is made of alu-

minium, which means that six more

units can be carried on a standard

truck load, which means that transport

costs are reduced by . . .’

McDonald goes on to argue that companies

should undertake detailed analyses to identify

the full range of benefits they are able to

offer the customer as a prelude to identifying

the range of benefits that customers actually

want or will respond to. Benefits typically fall

into four categories:

1 Standard benefits, which arise from the

company and its products

2 Double benefits, which bring a benefit to

the customer and subsequently, through

an improvement in the customer’s product,

to the end-user

3 Company benefits, which emerge as the

result of a relationship that develops by

virtue of having bought a particular prod-

uct – a typical example would be world-

wide service backup

4 Differential benefits, which distinguish the

product from those offered by competitors.

Nevertheless, there are several interesting factors that have emerged from this research

that merit consideration. These include the need to think about:

1 The product’s attributes, such as its price, performance, quality and styling

2 Their relative importance to the consumer
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3 The consumer’s perception of each brand’s image

4 The consumer’s utility function for each of the attributes.

By understanding consumers’ perceptions in this way, the strategist can then begin

modifying the product offer. This can be done in one of six ways:

1 Changing the physical product by, for example, adding features (real repositioning)

2 Changing beliefs about the product by giving greater emphasis to particular attrib-

utes (psychological repositioning)

3 Changing beliefs about competitors’ products by comparative advertising and

‘knocking copy’ (competitive depositioning)

4 Changing the relative importance of particular attributes – as a product moves

through the product life cycle, for example, and consumers become more familiar

with the concept and the technology, the emphasis in the advertising can be shifted

from, say, reassuring consumers about reliability and service backup, to a range of

additional uses

5 Emphasizing particular product features that previously have been largely ignored

6 Changing buyers’ expectations.

Against the background of these comments, the strategist should then be in a position

to consider the act of purchase itself, and in particular where the purchase will be made,

the quantities in which it will be made, the timing, and the method of payment.

An overview of models of consumer behaviour

Throughout the 1960s attempts were made to integrate a variety of theories, research

findings and concepts from the behavioural sciences into a general framework that

could be used to explain and predict consumer behaviour. In doing this, the principal

writers (such as Nicosia, 1966; Engel et al., 1968; Sheth, 1969) moved away from the

general perspective that had previously been adopted by economists and which in a

number of ways is typified by Marshall’s work and the Marshallian model of ‘economic

man’. Instead of viewing consumer behaviour simply as a single act made up of the

purchase itself and the post-purchase reaction, a far greater recognition was given to

the consumer’s psychological state before, during and after the purchase.

But although these so-called ‘comprehensive models’ of consumer behaviour have

been of value in extending our understanding of the decision process, their value has

been questioned in recent years. One of the first to do this was Foxall (1987, p. 128),

who suggested:

➡ The models assume an unrealistic degree of consumer rationality

➡ Observed behaviour often differs significantly from what is described

➡ The implied decision process is too simplistic and sequential

➡ Insufficient recognition is given to the relative importance of different types of deci-

sions – each decision is treated by comprehensive models as significant and of high
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involvement, but the reality is very different and by far the vast majority of deci-

sions made by consumers are relatively insignificant and of low involvement

➡ The models assume consumers have a seemingly infinite capacity for receiving

and ordering information – in practice, consumers ignore, forget, distort, misun-

derstand or make far less use than this of the information with which they are

presented

➡ Attitudes towards low-involvement products are often very weak and only emerge

after the purchase, not before as comprehensive models suggest

➡ Many purchases seem not to be preceded by a decision process

➡ Strong brand attitudes often fail to emerge even when products have been bought

on a number of occasions

➡ Consumers often drastically limit their search for information, even for consumer

durables

➡ When brands are similar in terms of their basic attributes, consumers seemingly do

not discriminate between them, but instead select from a repertoire of brands.

In the light of these criticisms, it is perhaps not surprising that the results that have

emerged from attempts to test the models have proved disappointing.

5.6 The rise of the new consumer and the implications
for marketing planning

We suggested in Illustration 5.2 that the 1990s saw the emergence of a very different

type of consumer. This theme has been developed by Lewis and Bridger (2000), who, in

their book The Soul of the New Consumer, suggest that consumers have evolved from

being conformist and deferential children, reared on the propaganda of the post-Second

World War era and prepared to trust mass advertising, into free-thinking, individualis-

tic adults, who are sceptical of figures of authority and believe in what Sigmund Freud

called ‘the narcissism of small differences’ (see Figure 5.7).

Reflecting the change from an era of austerity to one of affluence, these consumers

have largely exhausted the things they need to purchase and are now concentrating on

what they want to buy. In this sense, shopping is not merely the acquisition of things

but the buying of identity.

While ‘old consumers’ were typically constrained by cash, choice and the availabil-

ity of goods, ‘new consumers’, Lewis and Bridger suggest, are generally short of time,

attention and trust (this is the cash-rich/time-poor generation that we discuss in

greater detail on p. 218). Mass society has shattered and been reduced to a mosaic of

minorities:

“In a hypercompetitive world of fragmented markets and independently-minded, well-

informed individuals, companies that fail to understand and attend to the needs of New

Consumers are doomed to extinction. Currently, the average life of a major company only
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rarely exceeds 40 years. In the coming decade, any business that is less than highly suc-

cessful will find that lifespan reduced by a factor of at least 10.”
Even though such a drastic picture and such short time scales can be questioned, the

overall picture that emerges is significant and has major implications for the marketing

planner. Perhaps the first of these is the need for organizations to reconnect with their

customers. Even giant consumer products companies with powerful brands and long

trading histories – such as Levi Strauss, Kellogg’s, Marks & Spencer and Coca-Cola –

can lose touch with the new consumers, whose behaviour often transcends the tradi-

tional categories such as age, ethnic identity and even income.

The second main implication of the new consumer is that consumer products

companies must become much better at directing their messages to increasingly crit-

ical audiences who have access to technology. The proliferation of Internet sites, for

example, has enabled groups of consumers to publicize instantaneous and often

highly critical reviews of new products, services or films that can be far more influen-

tial than the formal advertising campaigns. However, from the company’s point of

view, improving technology and growing consumer sophistication also enable them

to become smarter. New advertising channels, such as Internet sites, video screens at

supermarket checkouts and interactive television all enable suppliers to find more

willing buyers. Companies are also becoming better at stimulating a street ‘buzz’

about their products by influencing select opinion formers, rather than by focusing

largely upon mass advertising hype. Amongst those to have done this are companies

such as Disney, Apple, Virgin, and Starbucks, all of which have caught the Zeitgeist

and created innovative means such as viral marketing to deliver their message to new

consumers.
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The traditional
consumer, who
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and trusted mass
marketing and

brands

The new consumer, who
is free-thinking,

individualistic, sceptical of
figures of authority,

including government,
politicians, big businesses

and brands, and who
believes in the narcissism

of small differences

Figure 5.7 The shift from the old to the new consumer
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This theme of a very different and far more assertive type of consumer has also

been developed by the advertising agency Publicis, who, in their report The New

Assertiveness (2002), suggest that this new type of consumer:

“. . . infuriated by the pressures of 21st-century living and a feeling of having little con-

trol over many aspects of their lives, consumers are attempting to regain control and vent

their frustration through their buying habits . . . Seventy per cent of those surveyed believe

the future is more uncertain than it was in their parents’ day – an anxiety that has been

increased since September 11. Many now feel vulnerable to the possibility that anything

could happen, at any time.”
The study argues that:

“This insecurity and frustration is breeding a new generation of consumer. Increasingly,

we are buying products or services to cheer ourselves up – 31 per cent of adults surveyed

said their consumption was motivated by this, a figure that rose to 50 per cent among 15-

to 24-year-old respondents.”
The report also highlighted the way in which consumers’ expectations of product qual-

ity and levels of service are outstripping satisfaction. Ninety-six per cent of respondents

made a complaint about a product or service during the previous 12 months.

The findings of the study were seen by the agency to present both a warning and

an opportunity to brand owners.

Competitive intensity, the new consumer and the rise of complicated

simplicity (or the law of increasing individuality)

With markets becoming ever more competitive and consumers more demanding,

organizations can respond in any one of a number of ways. However, underpinning

many of these is the need to individualize and tailor services to the consumers’ needs to

a far greater extent than has typically been the case in the past. This sort of response,

which can be labelled ‘complicated simplicity’, means the end of a mass audience-

oriented approach and the far greater acceptance of an audience-of-one approach. This

shift is likely to be driven, in part at least, by the consumer empowerment movement,

which (amongst other things) demands a far greater degree of price transparency. The

implications of this are potentially significant, since organizations face the pressure of

cutting costs and maintaining profitability, while having little opportunity to raise

prices.

Complicated simplicity also highlights the need for organizations to take greater

account of the ‘ninety-nine lives’ trend first identified by Faith Popcorn, the American

trend forecaster. This involves recognizing that a consumer can play a variety of roles

(e.g. mother, wife, manager, outdoor enthusiast) and that typecasting under a single

broad heading is likely to be of little real value. This expectation of individual attention

is, of course, at odds with the general trend of the past 30 years of mega-mergers and

conglomeration. Amongst those to have used technology to come to terms with this
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individualization is Amazon.com, which outmanoeuvred the established market leader,

Barnes & Noble, partly by developing a new business model but also by tailoring its

message and response to consumers as individuals.

Another contributor to complicated simplicity is the move across society to Me,

Myself and I Inc. With government as well as organizations across Europe, the United

States and Japan slowly dismantling the cradle-to-grave welfare state, levels of corpor-

ate loyalty are declining rapidly. At the same time, long-term permanent employment is

disappearing and greater numbers of people are beginning to work for themselves.

Faced with this, the implications for marketing are potentially significant, and are likely

to be seen most obviously in terms of consumers’ far higher expectations and demands

for individual treatment.

The genie of the super-powered consumer

Arguably, one of the most significant and far-reaching legacies for marketing of the

social and economic turbulence of the late 1980s and early 1990s was the emergence of

what we have termed ‘the new consumer’. This new consumer exhibits a number of

characteristics that as we suggested earlier, can perhaps best be summarized in terms

of buyers who are now far more demanding, far more discriminating, much less loyal

and far more willing to complain. This type of consumer has, over the past few years,

developed even further, with the emergence of what might loosely be termed the

‘super-powered consumer’. The super-powered consumer is typically media-literate,

has access to his/her own mass-media channel of communication (the web), has

a number of tools for a fast response to problems (the mobile phone), and often has

a public relations strategy and an ability to hurt companies. They are also often well

informed and frequently politicized in their behaviour patterns. Examples of the

super-powered consumer in action include the anti-global brand demonstrations in

Seattle in 1999, French farmers attacking the ‘imperialism’ of McDonald’s, European

and North American customers asking questions of Nike about their manufacturing

policies in South-East Asia, and the green lobby forcing the British government to

change its policy on genetically modified foods.

In a number of ways, the emergence of the super-powered consumer represents

something of a paradox. Marketers have worked hard to create this type of consumer

by giving them greater access, more information and more influence over how business

is done, and how brands communicate. Having been encouraged to ask questions, con-

sumers have become far more discriminating and cynical, with the result that market-

ing planners are now under far greater pressure and need to respond with

communication that is far more open.

The new consumer and the new radicalism

In her book The Customer Revolution (2001), Patricia Seybold argues that because of the

Internet, customers are more easily able to influence a company’s behaviour. Web sites
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such as TheCorporateLibrary.com, for example, have an extensive list of articles and

reports on the behaviour of companies, and this, she argues, provides the basis for

small shareholders to begin exerting a greater power and influence than in the past.

The implication of this is that a company can be measured not just through the tradi-

tional measures of profit and loss, return on assets and the price/earnings ratio, but

also on the quality of customer relationships. To help with this, Seybold has developed

a ‘customer value index’ that gives investors a way to measure company performance

by looking at the present and future value of its customer base. The net effect of this is

that measures such as customer satisfaction, customer retention and share of wallet

become easier and more meaningful.

In many markets, she suggests, there are now three types of customer: those who

are price sensitive and concerned about costs; those who are service sensitive and who

focus upon areas such as quality and delivery; and those who are commitment sensitive

and look for long-term relationships.

5.7 Organizational buying behaviour

Although there are certain factors common to both consumer and organizational buy-

ing behaviour, there are also numerous points of difference. Perhaps the most obvious

feature of commonality in approaching the two areas is the fundamental need to under-

stand how and why buyers behave as they do. There are, however, certain features of

organizational buying which are not found in consumer markets. These typically

include the following:

➡ Organizations generally buy goods and services to satisfy a variety of goals such as

making profits, reducing costs, meeting employees’ needs, and meeting social and

legal obligations.

➡ A greater number of people are generally involved in organizational buying deci-

sions than in consumer buying decisions, especially when the value of the purchase

is particularly high. Those involved in the decision usually have different and

specific organizational responsibilities and apply different criteria to the purchase

decision.

➡ The buyers must adhere to formal purchasing policies, constraints and require-

ments.

➡ The buying instruments, such as requests for quotations, proposals and purchase

contracts, add another dimension not typically found in consumer buying.

Although quite obviously, as with consumers in consumer markets, no two companies

behave in the same way, both research and experience have demonstrated that patterns

of similarity do exist in the ways in which organizational buyers approach the task of

buying, and that they are sufficiently uniform to simplify the task of strategic market-

ing planning.
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In analysing patterns of organizational buying, the starting point is in many ways

similar to that for consumer markets, with the strategist posing a series of questions:

➡ Who makes up the market?

➡ What buying decisions do they make?

➡ Who are the key participants in the buying process?

➡ What are the principal influences upon the buyer, and what organizational rules and

policies are important?

➡ What procedures are followed in selecting and evaluating competitive offerings, and

how do buyers arrive at their decisions?

The three types of buying decision

Much of the research conducted over the past 35 years into the nature of the industrial

buying process has made either explicit or implicit use of a categorization first pro-

posed in 1967 by Robinson, Faris and Wind. There are, they suggested, three distinct

buying situations or buy classes, each of which requires a different pattern of behaviour

from the supplier. They are the straight rebuy, the modified rebuy and the new task.

Of these, the straight rebuy is the most straightforward and describes a buying situation

where products are reordered on a largely routine basis, often by someone at a fairly junior

level in the organization. Among the products ordered in this way is office stationery. Here,

the person responsible for the ordering simply reorders when stocks fall below a predeter-

mined level and will typically use the same supplier from one year to another until either

something goes wrong or a potential new supplier offers a sufficiently attractive incentive

for the initial decision to be reconsidered. The implications of this sort of buying situation

are for the most part straightforward, and require the supplier to maintain both product

and service quality. Perhaps the biggest single problem in these circumstances stems from

the need on the part of the supplier to avoid complacency setting in and allowing others to

make an approach that causes the customer to reassess the supplier base.

The second type of buying situation – the modified rebuy – often represents an exten-

sion of the straight rebuy and occurs when the buyer wants to modify the specification,

price or delivery terms. Although the current supplier is often in a relatively strong

position to protect the account, the buyer will frequently give at least cursory consider-

ation to other possible sources of supply.

The third type of buying situation – the new task – is the most radical of the three, and

provides the marketing strategist with a series of opportunities and challenges. The buyer

typically approaches the new task with a set of criteria that have to be satisfied, and in

order to do this will frequently consider a number of possible suppliers, each of whom is

then faced with the task of convincing the buyer that his product or service will outper-

form or be more cost-effective than the others. The buyer’s search for information is often

considerable and designed to reduce risk. Where the costs are high there will typically be

several people involved in the decision, and the strategist’s task is therefore complicated

by the need not just to identify the buying participants, but also their particular concerns
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and spheres of influence. In doing this, the strategist should never lose sight of the signifi-

cance of attitudes to risk and the ways in which individuals may work to reduce their

exposure to it. Chisnall (1989, p. 72), for example, has commented that: ‘A buyer’s profes-

sional activities may be tempered by the fundamental instinct he has for survival and for

enhancing his career.’ This point has also been made by McClelland (1961): ‘A great part

of the efforts of business executives is directed towards minimizing uncertainties.’

Who is involved in the buying process?

A major characteristic of organizational buying is that it is often a group activity, and

only rarely does a single individual within the organization have sole responsibility for

making all the decisions involved in the purchasing process. Instead, a number of peo-

ple from different areas and often with different statuses are involved either directly or

indirectly. Webster and Wind (1972, p. 6) were the first to refer to this group as the

decision-making unit (DMU) of an organization and as the buying centre, and defined

it as ‘all those individuals and groups who participate in the purchasing decision-

making process, who share some common goals and the risks arising from the deci-

sions’. There are, they suggest, six roles involved in this process, although on occasions

all six may be performed by the same person:

1 Users of the product or service, who in many cases initiate the buying process and

help in defining the purchase specifications

2 Influencers, who again help to define the specification, but who also provide an input

to the process of evaluating the alternatives available

3 Deciders, who have the responsibility for deciding on product requirements and

suppliers

4 Approvers, who give the authorization for the proposals of deciders and buyers

5 Buyers, who have the formal authority for selecting suppliers and negotiating pur-

chase terms (a summary of the different types of buyer that have been identified

appears in Illustration 5.5)

6 Gatekeepers, who are able to stop sellers from reaching individuals in the buying centre –

these can range from purchasing agents through to receptionists and telephone switch-

board operators.
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Illustration 5.5 The seven different types of buyer
The issue of the buyer’s style and its implica-

tions for marketing strategy has been the

subject of research in the USA by Dickinson

(1967, pp. 14–17), who identified seven

types of buyer:

1 Loyal buyers, who remain loyal to a source

for considerable periods

2 Opportunistic buyers, who choose

between sellers on the basis of who will

best further their long-term interests
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Although Webster and Wind’s categorization of buying centre roles is the best

known and the most widely used, a variety of other analytical approaches have been

developed. Hill (1972), for example, has argued the case for analysing the buying centre

not on the basis of the participants’ roles, but on the basis of functional units. There are,

he suggests, five such units:

1 Control units, which are responsible for the policy-making which influences buying

and which imposes certain constraints – these might include buying where possible

only from British suppliers or from local small firms

2 Information units, which provide information relating to the purchase

3 The buying unit, which consists of those with formal responsibility for negotiating the

terms of the contract

4 User units, consisting of anyone in the organization who will be involved in using the

product or service

5 The decision-making unit, which consists of those in the DMU who will make the

decision.

Of these, it is only the control, information and decision-making units that he believes

are of any real importance in influencing buying decisions.

Although the size, structure and formality of the buying centre will quite obviously

vary depending both upon the size of the organization and the product decision

involved, the strategist needs always to consider five questions:

1 Who are the principal participants in the buying process?

2 In what areas do they exercise the greatest influence?

3 What is their level of influence?

4 What evaluative criteria do each of the participants make use of and how profes-

sional is the buying process?

5 To what extent in large organizations is buying centralized?

The principal influences on industrial buyers

Much of the early research into industrial buying processes was based on the assump-

tion that industrial buyers, unlike consumers, are wholly rational. More recently it has
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3 Best deal buyers, who concentrate on the

best deal available at the time

4 Creative buyers, who tell the seller pre-

cisely what they want in terms of the prod-

uct, service and price

5 Advertising buyers, who demand advertis-

ing support as part of the deal

6 Chisellers, who constantly demand extra

discounts

7 Nuts and bolts buyers, who select prod-

ucts on the basis of the quality of their

construction.
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been recognized that, while economic factors play a significant role, a variety of other

elements also needs to be taken into account. Chisnall (1989, p. 71), for example, in rec-

ognizing this, suggested that:

“Organizational buyers do not live like hermits; they are influenced by the personal

behaviour of their colleagues, by the trading practices of other enterprises, and by the

standards of the society to which they belong.

It is unrealistic, therefore, to approach the study of buying behaviour – personal or

organizational – without an appreciation of the multiplexity of buying motivations. A bal-

anced view is necessary; explanations of buying behaviour should not go from the one

extreme of regarding ‘rational’ economic factors as solely responsible to the equally

extreme view that emotional or ‘irrational’ influences entirely account for the purchase of

products and services.”
A similar view was expressed by Harding (1966), who has argued that:

“Corporate decision-makers remain human after they enter the office. They respond to

‘image’; they buy from companies to which they feel ‘close’; they favour suppliers who

show them respect and personal consideration, and who do extra things ‘for them’; they

‘over-react’ to real or imagined slights, tending to reject companies which fail to respond

or delay in submitting requested bids.”
Webster and Wind’s model classifies the influences on industrial buyers under four

headings: environmental, organizational, interpersonal and individual influences.

These are illustrated in Figure 5.8.

The question of what influences buyers and how various sources of information

are perceived has also been examined by a variety of writers, including Webster (1970).

He was particularly interested in the relative importance of formal and informal infor-

mation sources, and how they differ from consumer markets. His findings suggest that

informal sources tend to be used far less frequently in industrial markets than in con-

sumer markets, and that salespeople are often regarded as highly reliable and useful

sources of information. By contrast, opinion leadership, which often plays a significant

role in consumer markets, was found to be largely ineffective; a possible explanation of

this is the perception that no two companies experience the same problem and that

there is therefore little to be gained. Perhaps the most significant single finding to

emerge from Webster’s research was the significance of the role that the industrial

salesperson is capable of playing throughout the buying process.

The relative importance of sources of information has also been examined by

Martilla (1971) and Abratt (1986). Martilla’s work led to a series of conclusions that are

broadly similar to those of Webster, although in addition he highlighted the importance

of word-of-mouth communication within firms, particularly in the later stages of the

adoption process. Abratt’s research, which focused on high-technology laboratory

instrumentation, adds a further dimension to our understanding of the buying process,

suggesting that, in markets such as these, buying personnel often have ‘only a token

administrative function’. Instead, the question of what to buy is the responsibility of
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groups of two to three people, with the most significant purchasing criteria proving to

be product reliability and technical and sales service backup, while price was relatively

unimportant.

However, perhaps the most underestimated and, in research terms, ignored ele-

ments of the buying process is that of the gatekeeper. Although the identity of the gate-

keeper is often difficult to determine, it is the gatekeeper who in many organizations

either blocks or facilitates access and who can therefore play a pivotal role in determin-

ing which products are considered. This has been recognized by Pettigrew (1975), who,

in a study of the way in which a computer system was purchased, demonstrated how

the gatekeeper is capable of filtering the information flow to suit his own objectives.

How do industrial buyers arrive at their decisions?

One of the major differences between consumer and industrial buying decisions is the

buying motive. Whereas the majority of consumer purchases are made for the individ-

ual’s personal consumption or utility, industrial purchases are typically designed to

reduce operating costs, satisfy legal obligations, provide an input to the manufacturing

process, and ultimately to make money. In order to provide a greater understanding of

this process, Robinson et al. (1967) of the Marketing Science Institute identified eight
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Environmental
Levels of demand

Economic prospects
Interest rates

The pace of technological change
Political and legal structures

Competitive structures

Organizational
Objectives

Policies
Structures

Systems and the degree of centralization
Process and procedures

Managerial attitudes to risk
Financial resources

Previous experiences

Interpersonal
Authority

Status
Persuasiveness

Individual
Age

Income
Job position

Attitude to risk
Previous experiences
Technical knowledge

Buyer

Figure 5.8 Factors influencing industrial buying behaviour (adapted from Webster

and Wind, 1972)
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stages or buy-phases of the industrial buying process. They then related these to the

three types of buying situation that we discussed earlier to form what they referred to

as the buy-grid framework. This is illustrated in Figure 5.9.

This buying process, which begins with the recognition of a problem, can be

sparked off by either internal or external stimuli. Internal stimuli typically include: the

decision to develop a new product, and the recognition that this will require new

equipment or materials; machine breakdowns; the belief on the part of the purchasing

manager that better prices or quality can be obtained from an alternative supplier;

curiosity; and organizational policy decisions. External stimuli include: the launch of a

new product by a competitor; advertisements; sales representatives; and ideas that

emerge as the result of trade shows.

This recognition of a problem is then followed by a general need description, in which

the buyer identifies the characteristics and quantity of the products required to over-

come the problem. This leads to the development of product specifications and subse-

quently to a search for suppliers.

The question of precisely how buyers select suppliers has been the subject of a con-

siderable amount of research. However, in so far as it is possible to identify a common

theme in this process of deciding between suppliers, it is the reduction, containment

and management of risk. In commenting on this, Chisnall (1989, p. 83) suggested that:

“The element of risk in buying decisions could be considered along a continuum ranging

from routine (low risk purchases) at one extreme to novel (high risk) purchases at the other

end of the scale. In the centre would fall many industrial transactions where the hazards

could reasonably be calculated sufficiently to allow decisions of tolerable risk to be

made.”
This is illustrated in Figure 5.10.

It appears that buyers typically cope with these risks in several ways, including:
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Buy classes

Straight
rebuy

Modified
rebuy

New
task

1 Problem recognition No Possibly Yes
2 Determination of the general need No Possibly Yes

Buy 3 Specific description of the required product Yes Yes Yes
phases 4 Search for potential suppliers No Possibly Yes

5 Evaluation of suppliers No Possibly Yes
6 Selection of a supplier No Possibly Yes
7 Order-routine established No Possibly Yes
8 Review of performance and feedback Yes Yes Yes

Figure 5.9 The buy-grid model (adapted from Robinson et al., 1967)
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➡ Exchanging technical and other information with their customers and prospects

➡ Dealing only with those suppliers with whom the company has previously had

favourable experiences

➡ Applying strict (risk-reducing) decision rules

➡ Dealing only with suppliers who have a long-established and favourable reputation

➡ The introduction of penalty clauses relating to, for example, late delivery

➡ Multiple sourcing to reduce the degree of dependence upon a single supplier.

Although for many buyers the pursuit of a risk-reducing strategy has a series of attrac-

tions, it needs to be recognized that such a strategy can also possess drawbacks. The most

obvious of these stems from the way in which it is likely to lead to the company becoming

and remaining a follower rather than becoming a leader. Developments both in product

and process technology on the part of a supplier often provide significant opportunities

for the development of a competitive edge, and unless this is recognized by the company

it runs the risk of adopting new ideas only when they have been well tried by others.

Perhaps the final aspect of risk that needs to be considered here stems from the sig-

nificance of post-purchase dissonance. Undoubtedly the best-known writer on disson-

ance is Festinger (1957), who has referred to it as a state of psychological discomfort.

This discomfort is, in essence, the result of the individual questioning whether the deci-

sion made is correct. According to Festinger, a buyer will try to reduce this discomfort

by seeking reassurance for the decision. This can be done by, for example, seeking the

support of others, avoiding conflicting messages such as competitive advertising, and

searching for editorials and advertisements that state how good the product just pur-

chased is. The more expensive and significant the purchase, the greater the dissonance

is likely to be. The implications for a supplier in these circumstances should be obvious:

buyers need reassurance and this can best be provided by continuing to ‘sell’ the prod-

uct and providing supporting evidence of the wisdom of the decision even after the

sale itself has been made. Other ways in which dissonance can be reduced include

giving emphasis to the quality of the after-sales service, maintaining regular contact
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Low risk

(Routine purchases)

Reasonable risk

(Occasional purchases for

which hazards can be

calculated to allow for

reasonable risk minimization

or avoidance)

High risk

(New purchases involving

high absolute or

opportunity costs)

Figure 5.10 The buying risk continuum (adapted from Chisnall, 1989)
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with customers, and giving prominence in advertising to the market leaders who have

also bought the product. One example of an organization that recognizes the need for

managing dissonance is IBM, the experiences of which are discussed in Illustration 5.6.
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Illustration 5.6 IBM and its development 
of the total sales programme

IBM says that it sells solutions, not products.

In doing this, the company concentrates

upon gaining – and retaining – the cus-

tomer’s confidence from the moment of con-

tact through until well after the sale has

been made. One result of this is that long-

term relationships are established, repeat

purchases are guaranteed, and the likelihood

of post-purchase dissonance is reduced so

that it is to all intents meaningless. Some of

the ways in which this is done are listed

below:

➡ Inviting the customer contact and other

members of the company to conferences

and seminars that may be useful to them.

Often these seminars feature major inter-

national figures.

➡ Inviting the contact to visit prestigious cus-

tomers who have successful IBM installations.

➡ Inviting the contact and others in the

company to visit IBM’s factories to look at

projects that may be of interest.

➡ Sending out articles, newsletters and

house magazines.

➡ Ensuring that IBM’s service engineers and

systems specialists channel back informa-

tion gained when working at the cus-

tomer’s plant so that as full a picture as

possible is built up of the client’s needs.

➡ The development of ‘account planning

sessions’ in which IBM, together with

the customer, draw up an action plan for

the next few years, covering the systems

and products that the customer may

need.

➡ Ensuring a regular and worry-free rela-

tionship is developed and maintained.

Source: adapted from Düro (1989).

Having decided upon the choice of supplier, the buyer moves on to the order-

routine specification by identifying such features as the technical specification, the order

quantities, delivery schedules, maintenance requirements and payment terms.

The final stage involves a review of suppliers’ performance and is designed, in one

sense at least, to close the loop by feeding back information that will be used when pur-

chasing in the future.

Although the buy-grid framework is undoubtedly useful and provides a series of

insights into the various phases of buying, it should be realized that it fails to give full

recognition to the complexity of the behavioural factors that are likely to influence

those involved in making specific purchase decisions. Because of this, other models of

organizational buying have been proposed, including the interaction approach, which

places emphasis upon the nature of the process and relationships that develop both

within and between buying and selling organizations. Thus:
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➡ Buyers and sellers are both seen to be active participants, and buyers often attempt

to influence what they are offered

➡ Relationships are often long term and based on mutual trust rather than any formal

commitment

➡ Patterns of interaction are frequently complex and extend within the organizations

as well as between organizations

➡ Emphasis is given to supporting these relationships as well as to the process of buying

and selling

➡ Links between buyers and sellers often become institutionalized.

This approach to modelling industrial buying has in turn provided one of the founda-

tions for the work of Hakansson and the IMP (International Marketing and Purchasing

of Industrial Goods) group. Their research focused upon industrial buying and selling

behaviour in five European countries – West Germany (as it was at the time), the UK,

France, Italy and Sweden – and led to the development of a model that views this

behaviour as a process in which both sides play active roles within a given environ-

ment. They suggest that four elements influence the patterns of buyer–seller inter-

action. These elements, which are illustrated in Figure 5.11, are:

1 The interaction process

2 The participants in this process

3 The interaction environment

4 The atmosphere created by this interaction.
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The environment
(Market structures, rates of charge, degree of internationalism,

the manufacturing and distribution channels, and the social system)

The atmosphere
(Power relationships, expectations, and

the degree of closeness and cooperation)

Organization

Individual

Short-term
exchange process

Long-term
relationship

Organization

Individual

The interaction process

Figure 5.11 The interaction model of industrial marketing and purchasing (adapted

from Hakansson, 1981)
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The real value of this model, which makes use both of interorganizational theory and

new institutional economic thinking, is that it gives far greater emphasis than earlier

work to the idea that industrial buying and selling is concerned with the management

of relationships.

The industrial buying process and issues of corruption

A somewhat different approach to thinking about the nature of the industrial buying

process has been highlighted by the work of the research group Transparency

International; a summary of their study of corruption appears in Illustration 5.7.
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Ilustration 5.7 Corruption and business 
culture

It has long been recognized that incentives

ranging from corporate entertainment

through to out-and-out bribery and corrup-

tion are important – and sometimes essential

– steps to doing business in certain parts of

the world. The extent to which this is so was

highlighted in a study conducted by the

Berlin-based research group, Transparency

International. The study revealed that Nigeria,

Indonesia and Russia all scored badly on their

corruption index, whilst Singapore emerged

as the least corrupt (see Figure 5.12).

In commenting on this, The Economist

pointed to the way in which, in Indonesia:

President Suharto’s family dominates

the economy, owning huge chunks of

business, including power generation,

an airline, construction, telecoms, toll

roads, newspapers, property and cars.

Family members and their cronies get

first pick of government contracts and

licences, so it helps to have one of

their names on the company letterhead.

Paying off family members or well-

connected officials can add up to 30

per cent to the cost of a deal. Foreigners

have long realized that Indonesia was

corrupt but wrongly thought that it did

not affect its economic effeciency. Yet in

effect corruption is a form of tax.

Source: The Economist (1998), ‘East Asian

Economies Survey’, 7–13 March, p. 12.

5.8 The growth of relationship marketing

Against the background of everything that we have said about the consumer and

organizational buying processes, we can now turn to an issue that affects virtually all

marketers, regardless of the nature of their customer base or indeed their product or

service: the question of how to build, develop and nurture relationships.

A major focal point for a considerable amount of marketing thinking over

the past 15 years has been the notion of loyalty and how long-term, cost-effective
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relationships might be developed with customers. In many ways, the idea of rela-

tionship marketing can be seen to be a logical development of the way in which the

focus of marketing has changed from the early 1980s view that marketing is essen-

tially a business function to the idea that, more realistically, it is – or should be – an

organizational attitude, ethos and culture (see Chapter 1). Given this, it follows that

the nature of any relationship between an organization and its markets should be

based on a recognition of their fundamental interdependence, something that, in

turn, has major implications for the ways in which the organization interacts with

the customer base.

One of the most powerful drivers for relationship marketing has been what is in

many ways the straightforward recognition of the fact that the costs of gaining a new

customer, particularly in mature and slowly-declining markets, are often high. Given

this, the marketing planner needs to ensure that the existing customer base is

managed as effectively as possible. One way of doing this is to move away from the

traditional and now largely outmoded idea of marketing and selling as a series

of activities concerned with transactions, and to think instead of their being

concerned with the management of long(er)-term relationships. This is illustrated in

Figure 5.13.
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The corruption index, 1997

Singapore
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Figure 5.12 The corruption index, 1997 (source: Transparency International)
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The potential benefits of this sort of approach are considerable and can be seen not

just in terms of the higher returns from repeat sales, but also in terms of the opportun-

ities for cross-selling, strategic partnerships and alliances. Clutterbuck and Dearlove

(1993), for example, cite a study by Bain & Co., who suggest that, depending upon the

type of business, a 5 per cent increase in customer retention can result in a profitability

boost of anywhere from 25 to 125 per cent. The advantages are, of course, then

increased further when the potential lifetime value of the customer is taken into

account. In essence, therefore, the attractions of a loyal customer base can be seen in

terms of the greater scope for profit from four main areas:

1 The price premium that loyal customers are or may be willing to pay

2 Customer referrals

3 A reduction in marketing costs

4 The value of a greater number of purchases.

The need for the proactive management of relationships has also been highlighted by a

study of why industrial organizations lose customers that was conducted by Ashridge

Management College (1993). By far the most important element was company indiffer-

ence, characterized by the failure of managers to work with the customer sufficiently

closely, the failure to communicate regularly, and the development of an attitude that

led to customers feeling they they were being taken for granted. With company indif-

ference accounting for 68 per cent of defections, the next most important factor was the

14 per cent of customers dissatisfied with the product. This was then followed by defec-

tion as the result of competitors offering lower prices (9 per cent), the appointment of
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Transaction marketing Relationship marketing

A focus on single sales A focus on customer retention and building customer loyalty

An emphasis upon product features An emphasis upon product benefits that are meaningful to the
customer

Short timescales Long timescales, recognizing that short-term costs may be
higher, but so will long-term profits

Little emphasis on customer retention An emphasis upon high levels of service that are possibly
tailored to the individual customer

Limited customer commitment High customer commitment

Moderate customer contact High customer contact, with each contact being used to gain
information and build the relationship

Quality is essentially the concern of
production and no-one else

Quality is the concern of all, and it is the failure to recognize
this that creates minor mistakes which lead to major problems

Figure 5.13 Transaction versus relationship marketing (adapted from Christopher

et al., 1991)
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a new manager within the customer organization who had existing relations with other

suppliers (5 per cent), relocation (3 per cent) and death (1 per cent).

Developing the relationship strategy

In developing the relationship strategy, the marketing planner needs to focus upon five

steps:

1 Analysing the gap between target and existing behaviour

2 Identifying what needs to be done to close the gap

3 Formulating a programme of benefits that satisfy customers’ needs in order of

importance of each within the segment

4 Formulating a communications plan to modify the behaviour of target groups

5 Monitoring performance and then, if necessary, changing the strategy being pursued.

However, before doing this, there is the need to:

➡ Identify the key customers, since it is with these, particularly in the early stages, that

the most profitable long-term relationships can be developed.

➡ Determine which customers want a relationship. Although it is easy to assume that

customers will benefit from – and will therefore want – a relationship, the reality is

that not all customers want to move beyond anything more than a straightforward

transaction. The normal reason for this is that, for a relationship to work, there is the

need for an investment of time and effort from both sides. Although the organiza-

tion may be willing to do this, it does not necessarily follow that the customer has

the same commitment.

➡ Following on from this, categorize customers in terms of their current or future

potential (a framework for this appears in Figure 5.14). Here, the customer base is

categorized as platinum, gold, silver or bronze customers, with a view to the nature

of any relationship then being tailored to their potential.
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Figure 5.14 The categorization of customers
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➡ Examine in detail the expectations of each segment for both sides.

➡ Identify how, if at all, the two can work together more closely in a cost-effective and

profitable way.

➡ In the case of relationships in the commercial sector, appoint a relationship manager

in each of the two organizations so that there is a natural focal point and think about

how operating processes on both sides might need to be changed so that cooper-

ation might be made easier.

➡ Go for a series of small wins in the first instance and then gradually strengthen the

relationship.

➡ Recognize from the outset that different customers have very different expect-

ations and that these need to be reflected in the way in which the relationship is

developed.

As part of this, there is also the need to think about how customers can be managed

and how the customer database might be used. As the prelude to this, six questions

need to be posed:

1 How much do you know about the current customer base?

2 How good is the database?

3 How good is the management of the database?

4 What needs to be done to exploit it further?

5 What else does the organization need to know about customers?

6 How can this be achieved?

The position of relationship marketing within the customer loyalty chain is illustrated

in Figure 5.15. The ways in which it was used strategically by SAS is then discussed in

Illustration 5.8.

Although it might be argued that the movements of a buyer through the various

stages from prospects to partners in Figure 5.15 should be straightforward and seam-

less, the reality in many instances is that organizations unwittingly erect a series of

barriers that slow down or stop this movement. The first can be seen to be that of the

way in which, in many cases, organizations make it difficult to do business with

them. While this might seem to be something of a paradox, these barriers often exist

in terms of inappropriate opening hours, unhelpful sales staff, uncompetitive prices,

poor product configurations, slow delivery, and so on. The second barrier occurs at

a later stage, when the customer deals with the organization on a regular basis, but

no real effort is made to get close to the customer by building a relationship. Instead,

each sale takes the form of a one-off transaction, an approach which goes at least part

of the way towards explaining why long-standing customers ‘suddenly’ move to

another supplier.

Given this, the arrow on the right-hand side of Figure 5.15 shows how customers

can – and almost inevitably will – move back down the loyalty chain if the relationship

is not managed proactively.
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(Clients who actively recommend you to others and who do some of your marketing for you)

(Clients who like your organization and who supports you actively or passively)

(Those who may be persuaded to do business with the organization)

Figure 5.15 Relationship marketing and the customer loyalty chain

Illustration 5.8 Building relationships 
and the moments of truth

Jan Carlzon, president of Scandinavian

Airlines System (SAS), achieved fame as the

result of the way in which he turned SAS

from heavy losses to healthy profit in the

mid-1980s. In his book, Carlzon (1987, p. 3)

says that each of his 10 million customers

came in contact with approximately five SAS

employees for an average of 15 seconds each

time. He referred to these contacts as

moments of truth, suggesting that, for SAS,

these were ‘created’ 50 million times a year,

15 seconds at a time.

It is statistics such as these that indicate the

scale of opportunity for managing and building

relationships, or, as Clutterbuck and Dearlove

(1993, p. 101) define these critical encounters,

OTSUs (Opportunities To Screw Up).

When things do go wrong – and almost

inevitably they will sooner or later in any

long-term relationship – the question is how

well the organizations handle the complaint.

In examining this, the TARP organization in

the USA concluded that when a customer

complains and feels that the complaint is

handled properly, he or she comes away satis-

fied and is likely to be more loyal to that

brand or supplier than a customer who has

never experienced a problem. Related to
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Relationship marketing and the marketing mix

There are numerous ways in which relationships can be managed proactively, includ-

ing by redefining and extending the marketing mix. As markets have become more

competitive, the extent to which the marketing planner can differentiate purely on the

basis of the traditional four Ps has become increasingly more difficult and more ques-

tionable. To overcome this, as we mentioned in Chapter 1, the focus in many markets

has moved to the ‘softer’ elements of markets and the additional three Ps of People,

Physical evidence and Processes that include proactive customer service; these are

developed in detail by Adrian Payne (see Peck et al., 1999). In emphasizing the softer

elements of marketing, the marketing planner is giving explicit recognition to the way

in which the product or service is typically delivered through people and that it is the

organization’s staff who have the ability to make or break the relationship. This, in turn,

is influenced either positively or negatively by organizational processes and the effec-

tiveness of process management (which is concerned with the ways in which the

customer is handled, from the point of very first contact with the organization through

to the last). The third of the soft Ps  (Process Management) is interpreted by Payne as

that of proactive customer service and the ways in which levels of customer satisfaction

can be leveraged by proactive rather than reactive service standards and initiatives.

The development of relationship marketing concepts and the emphasis placed

upon the organization’s staff has led, in turn, to a greater clarity of thinking about the

differences that exist between what might loosely be termed the three dimensions of

marketing: external marketing, which is concerned with the traditional four Ps of

marketing and how they contribute to the development of the external profile of the

organization or brand; internal marketing, which is concerned with the ways in which
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customer segment brand loyalty, the findings

were as follows:

Experienced no problem 87 per cent

Satisfied complainant 91 per cent

Dissatisfied complainant 41 per cent

Non-complainant 59 per cent

Two key issues emerge here: firstly, dissatis-

fied customers should be encouraged and

assisted to complain, but secondly, the com-

plaint must be resolved to the customer’s

complete satisfaction.

Where customers remain dissatisfied, the

implications are significant because not only

will they fail to buy again, they tend not to

keep quiet about their experiences. Statistics

surrounding this issue are quoted ubiqui-

tously, but all tend to tell the same story.

Gerson (1992), for example, states that a dis-

satisfied customer will tell ten people about

his experiences; approximately 13 per cent of

dissatisfied customers will tell up to twenty

people. Customers who are satisfied or have

had their complaints satisfactorily resolved

will tell between three and five people about

their positive experience.

The stark reality of these statistics is that

three to four customers have to be satisfied

for every one who remains dissatisfied – a 4:1

ratio against.
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senior management communicate the organizational values and priorities to their staff;

and interactive marketing, which is concerned with the ways in which staff then interact

with the customer or client base (this is illustrated in Figure 7.5).

Relationship building and the growth of loyalty marketing

For many customers in the consumer goods sector, the most obvious manifestation of

relationship marketing over the past few years has been the growth of customer loyalty

schemes. The rationale for many of these has been the straightforward recognition that,

particularly in mature markets, the costs to an organization of recruiting a new

customer are typically far greater than those associated with keeping an existing

one. Because of this, marketing campaigns that are designed to build customer loyalty

offer – or appear to offer – considerable strategic benefits. Recognizing this, the mid-

1990s saw an upsurge in the number of organizations developing loyalty marketing

programmes. Amongst the most proactive in this were the major food retailers.

However, calculating the potential value of a customer, as opposed to the value of each

transaction, involves a very different approach to marketing and customer service, some-

thing that has forced many organizations to rethink how they use their internal accounting

and data management systems. Having done this, they should then be in a far better posi-

tion to communicate with customers in a more focused and strategic way, and apply the

80:20 rule (Pareto’s Law) in order to target the 20 per cent of customers who generate the

largest revenues and/or the greatest profits. The value of loyalty schemes can therefore be

seen to lie in how the knowledge gained from customer databases is used.

There are, however, questions that can be raised about the long-term benefits of

loyalty schemes. In the case of the food retailers, for example, it might be argued that

the cards are a zero-sum game in that, ultimately, the total amount of food bought will

remain the same and that the discounts that the cards give to customers will translate

into lower gross margins for supermarkets. In commenting on this, Denison (1994) has

suggested that, in the long term:

“. . . loyalty schemes are not particularly effective. As schemes proliferate, what began

as a ‘reward’ turns into an ‘incentive’ – or bribe. As companies try to outbid each other’s

incentives they risk slipping into loyalty wars – price wars by another name. And as con-

sumers learn to shop around for the best schemes, marketers risk fuelling the very promis-

cuity they set out to combat. Until companies invent a means of introducing switching

costs for customers, the future benefits of many loyalty schemes will be very marginal.

They could end up in a lose–lose situation.

If this happens, it could be the result of a certain amount of muddled thinking as mar-

keters confuse retention with loyalty: a customer may return again and again, not out of

any loyalty but out of sheer habit. Others assume that greater customer satisfaction must

bring increased loyalty. But as British Airways’ head of customer relations, Charles Weiser,

has pointed out, this isn’t necessarily the case. Defection rates among BA passengers who

declare themselves satisfied are the same as among those who make complaints.”
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Relationship marketing myopia

Although relationship marketing and relationship management has an obvious attrac-

tion, Piercy (1999) has identified what he terms ‘relationship marketing myopia’, or the

naive belief that every customer wants to have a relationship with its suppliers. He

goes on to suggest that ‘customers differ in many important ways in the types of rela-

tionship they want to have with different suppliers, and that to ignore this reality is an

expensive indulgence’.

This, in turn, leads him to categorize customers in terms of those who are:

➡ Relationship seekers – customers who want a close and long-term relationship with

suppliers

➡ Relationship exploiters – customers who will take every free service and offer, but will

still move their business elsewhere when they feel like it

➡ Loyal buyers – those who will give long-term loyalty, but who do not want a close

relationship

➡ Arm’s-length, transaction buyers – those who avoid close relationships and move busi-

ness based on price, technical specification or innovation.

This is illustrated in Figure 5.16.

In categorizing customers in this way, Piercy gives recognition to the need for rela-

tionship strategies to be based upon the principles of market segmentation and cus-

tomers’ relationship-seeking characteristics:

“Relationship investment with profitable relationship seekers is good. Relationship

investments with exploiters and transactional customers are a waste. The trick is going to

be developing different marketing strategies to match different customer relationship

needs.”
Piercy’s comments are interesting for a variety of reasons, and raise the question of

whether there is a direct link between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty (the

nature of this relationship – if it exists – is illustrated in Figure 5.17). Although intuitively a

link between the two might appear obvious, the reality is that there is little hard evidence

to suggest that anything more than an indirect relationship exists. Instead, it is probably

the case that it is customer dissatisfaction that leads to customer disloyalty, although even

here the link may be surprisingly tenuous. Whilst this might at first sight seem to be a

strange comment to make, the reality in many markets is that there is often a surprisingly

high degree of inertia within the customer base (Hamel refers to this in terms of customer

friction being a potentially major source of profits for many companies). Given this, the

customer or consumer may be in a position where they simply cannot be bothered to

change their source of supply until levels of dissatisfaction reach a very high level.

Piercy’s ideas about the need to rethink approaches to relationship marketing have,

in turn, been taken a step further by Frederick Newell (2003), who in his book Why CRM

Doesn’t Work highlighted many of the failures of the numerous customer relationship
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management (CRM) initiatives. With Frost & Sullivan having estimated that spending

on CRM now exceeds $12 billion worldwide and is expected to double again in the next

four years, the costs of a radical rethink are high. For Newell, there is now the need to

move away from CRM to what he refers to as CMR, the customer management of rela-

tionships. Arguing that this is more than just a matter of semantics, Newell suggests the

need for a new balance of power that allows ‘the customer to tell us what she’s inter-

ested in, what kind of information she wants, what level of service she wants to receive,

and how she wants us to communicate with her – where, when and how often’.
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However, an argument can be developed to suggest that both CRM and CMR fail

to come to terms with the real complexities of consumer choice, something that can

only become more problematic as the range of products and services available becomes

ever wider. In these circumstances, any benefit to the customer that then justifies the

idea of a relationship diminishes a proposition. As an example of this, loyalty cards –

one of the original drivers of CRM – were seen at one stage as a way of engaging the

customer’s attention, but as Newell acknowledges, the advantage is marginal now that

practically every airline and retail chain offers one or more. In the USA, 60 million peo-

ple now belong to frequent-flyer programmes, something that led Newell to acknow-

ledge that ‘half of all members of loyalty programmes are free riders, enjoying benefits

without spending more at the business that provides them’. Recognizing this, the real

value of cards to the issuer is to provide data on customers’ purchasing patterns, but if

an organization is to pursue the CMR rather than the CRM philosophy, the company

must use the information not just to sell more, but to ‘make their lives easier and create

emotional loyalty to the business relationship’.

Developing the customer community

Given some of the problems faced with the now traditional approach to relationship mar-

keting campaigns (e.g. a survey undertaken in 2001 by Bain & Co. concluded that one in

five executives believe that CRM initiatives had damaged customer relationships), Hunter

(1997) has argued that, although marketing success needs to be based on the development

of a loyal customer base, ensuring that product or service offerings meet customers’ needs,

having an ongoing competitive intelligence system, effective and efficient sales channels

and – most importantly from our standpoint at this stage – building new business around

current customers, the ways in which this is done need to be rethought. Amongst the ways

in which he believes this can be done is by building an interdependent relationship with

the customer in which each relies on the other for business solutions and successes.

Hunter refers to this in terms of building a customer community that – given the average

company loses 20–40 per cent of its customer base each year – is strategically important.

For Hunter, the customer community, based on integrated one-to-one marketing

contact databases and value-based marketing, is an approach that allows for the build-

ing of truly strategic relationships with customers. Amongst the models that illustrate

the central ideas and processes of the customer community and provide the framework

for implementing it is the service–profit chain.

Developed by Heskett et al. (1994), the service–profit chain attempts to show the

interrelationship of a company’s internal and external communities, and highlights

how customer loyalty that translates into revenue growth and profits might be

achieved. It does this by establishing relationships between profitability, customer

loyalty and employee satisfaction. The links in the chain are as follows:

➡ Profit and growth are stimulated primarily by customer loyalty

➡ Loyalty is a direct result of customer satisfaction
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➡ Satisfaction is largely influenced by the value of services provided to customers

➡ Value is created by satisfied, loyal and productive employees

➡ Employee satisfaction, in turn, results primarily from high-quality support services

and policies that enable employees to deliver results to customers.

The significance of customer promiscuity

One of the principal themes pursued throughout this book is that many of the tradi-

tional assumptions that have been made about customers and that have driven think-

ing on marketing strategy are quite simply no longer appropriate. Rather than being

able to take customer loyalty for granted, the reality for many planners is that, as cus-

tomers have become more demanding, more discriminating, less loyal and more will-

ing to complain, levels of customer promiscuity have increased dramatically. In a

number of ways, this can be seen to be the logical end point of the sorts of ideas dis-

cussed in 1970 by Alvin Toffler in his book Future Shock; he predicted that we would be

living in a world of accelerating discontinuities where ‘the points of a compass no

longer navigated us in the direction of the future’.

Amongst Toffler’s predictions was that, as the pace of change accelerates, so the

nature of relationships becomes much more temporary. For marketers, the most obvi-

ous manifestation of this is a fracturing of the relationship between the organization

and its markets and the decline of brand loyalty. This disconnection between con-

sumers and brands is then exacerbated by vicarious living, a phenomenon that has

been explored by Crawford Hollingworth (2001) of Headlight Vision. Hollingworth has

argued that ‘We live in a world where there is so much choice and information and so

many different experiences that we believe that we have had, but in fact we haven’t

actually had.’

With customers now faced with so many stimuli in the form of advertising, pro-

motions, point-of-sale offers, poster sites and sponsorship, the danger is that of a con-

siderable amount of marketing activity simply becoming white noise. Given this, there

is a need to rethink the nature of the relationship between the consumer and the

brand. Amongst the ways in which this can be done is by focusing upon added value

and the extra value proposition (EVP), customer-driven strategies and permission

marketing (see Figure 10.15). In the absence of this, there is the very real danger of

competitive oblivion, particularly as web-based strategies reduce market entry bar-

riers and costs.

An additional problem stems from what Hamel (2001) has referred to as the end of

friction as a reliable service of profits (friction is defined by Hamel as customer ignor-

ance or inertia). For many banks, for example, a substantial part of their revenue is

often derived from the problems that customers face in identifying and/or choosing

alternatives. However, with a generally greater degree of customer scepticism or cyni-

cism, far higher expectations, increasing levels of customer promiscuity and the ease of

access to alternatives via the web, friction is likely to become a far less common phe-

nomenon.
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5.9 Summary

Within this chapter we have focused on the detail of consumer and industrial buying struc-

tures and processes, and on the ways in which an understanding of these contributes to

effective marketing planning.

A variety of factors influence consumer behaviour, the most significant of which are a

network of cultural, social, personal and psychological forces. Each of these was discussed

in some detail and the nature of their interrelationships explored. Against this background

we then considered the structure of buying decision processes, and in particular:

➡ The buying roles within the decision-making unit

➡ The different types of buying behaviour

➡ The process through which a consumer goes in making a decision.
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Figure 5.18 The move from transactional to connective marketing

Relationship marketing: the next stage of thinking

Although relationship marketing has undoubtedly had a major impact upon marketing

thinking and upon the ways in which organizations interact with their customers, rela-

tionship marketing should not be seen as an end in itself. Instead, the marketing planner

should think about how this sort of thinking might be moved ahead yet further, some-

thing that is made possible by the better management of databases, far more effective

targeting, and the greater scope for one-to-one marketing; this is illustrated in Figure 5.18.

Here, the marketing planner focuses not just upon getting even closer to the cus-

tomer, but also upon the development of a series of far more strategic and inherently

cleverer interactions that are based upon true customer insight. However, in doing this,

the planner needs to understand in detail the potential that each customer offers, since

this then provides the basis for far better approaches to market segmentation.
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A variety of attempts have been made over the past 40 years to model the complexities of

the buying process, the best known of which are those proposed by Nicosia, Engel et al.,

and Sheth. These models have been the subject of a certain amount of criticism, one con-

sequence of which has been that the strategist’s ability to predict with any real degree

of accuracy the probable response of consumers to marketing behaviour is still relatively

limited.

Research into organizational buying behaviour has pursued broadly similar objectives

to that in the consumer field, with attention being paid to the questions of:

➡ Who makes up the market?

➡ What buying decisions do they make?

➡ Who are the key participants in the buying process?

➡ What influences the buyer?

➡ How do buyers arrive at their decisions?

Each of these areas was examined in some detail and the best known of the models of

organizational buying behaviour were reviewed. As with models of consumer behaviour,

the majority of these have been heavily criticized, largely because of their poor analytical or

predictive ability. There are, however, exceptions to this, as discussed, including Robinson

et al.’s buy-grid model and Hakansson’s interaction approach, in which use is made of

interorganizational theory and new institutional economic thinking. It is in these areas that

future developments in our understanding of organizational buying processes are most

likely to be made.

Appendix: The drivers of consumer change

A variety of studies have been conducted over the past few years in an attempt to iden-

tify the principal drivers of change amongst twenty-first century consumers. There are

several features that are common to virtually all of these studies and suggest that west-

ern societies are increasingly being characterized by:

1 Changing demographics

2 Changing family relationships

3 A significant cash-rich/time-poor segment

4 A search for (greater) value

5 The rise of ethical consumerism

6 An emphasis upon health and healthy lifestyles

7 A desire for indulgence and small treats as a reward for working hard and/or as a

retreat from the pressures of the world.
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Changing demographics

The youthful elderly

Although it has long been recognized that changing demographics in many coun-

tries are leading to increasingly elderly populations, less emphasis has been given to

the characteristics of these people. The notion of the youthful elderly is based on the

way in which, as the children of the 1960s move into middle age/late middle age,

they are increasingly retaining their youthful lifestyles and attitudes (see, for example,

Richardson, 2001). Benefiting from higher levels of health and fitness and having

more money than previous generations, the youthful elderly expect – and are able –

to live life to the full. In these circumstances, age largely becomes an attitude

of mind.

Although this market has often been largely ignored by planners, its real size and

value is shown by the way in which, in the UK, more than 44 per cent of the population

is currently over 50. In 20 years, one in two adults will be over 50.

However, it needs to be recognized that, within the over-50s segment, major differ-

ences do exist. Although a growing number of retired people are healthier, more active,

more affluent, want to have more fun, eat out more often, travel, and as a result are

more experimental with food and are open to new technology (including the Internet),

those dependent on state pensions are now having to pay more for their healthcare and

becoming more entrenched in terms of attitude to new ideas and products. There is

therefore a growing polarization within the group.

Ageing children (the under 14s)

At the same time that we are seeing the elderly becoming more youthful, we also

have a series of changes that are affecting the children’s market. In the case of the

under 14s, numbers are currently declining. Between 2000 and 2005, for example,

the 5–9 years age segment will have declined by 6 per cent, the 10–14s will remain

static and 15–19s will increase by 5 per cent. By 2010, 5–9s will have declined by

11 per cent, 10–14s will have declined by 5 per cent and 15–19s will increase by

6 per cent. The widening availability of technology and media means that children

are exposed to the adult world much earlier and are now aware of advertising and

its role by the age of 3. One result of this is that they are more demanding of brands

and their environment, with this being due in part to more spoiling by time-

pressured parents and the easy availability of luxuries. They are also more sophisti-

cated and far more unforgiving with regard to brands. They expect entertainment

and have low boredom thresholds.

Ageing children (the teens)

Although the teenage market has traditionally been seen to be amongst the fastest

changing segments of consumer markets, a strong case can be made to suggest that
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this segment is now changing even faster than in the past. In part, this is because of

the ways in which teenagers today have been exposed to a greater number of stim-

uli than those previously, and it is this that has led to a generation that is now far

more advertising media, technologically and brand literate than any of those that

have gone before. However, the ‘teen’ world is characterized by a series of para-

doxes, with a continual seeking of new youth world/escapism (as adults invade

their space) and for excitement, as well as increasing insecurity and the need to

belong.

This manifests itself in a teen world that is characterized by:

➡ Living for today, with a heavy emphasis upon individual self-expression, mobility,

freedom and hedonism

➡ A commercial and marketing overload that has led to those within this group being

media literate, cynical and more demanding

➡ A group that has a strong appreciation of brands and their heritage; where there is a

superficial idealism for the brand, the market has a tendency to reject it.

Changing family relationships

With the breakdown of the traditional family structure, a decline in the number of

births to 1.64 per woman and a growth in the number of working women (refer to the

discussion on p. 145), family decision-making structures have undergone a series of

fundamental changes. There is therefore a big question over who within the redefined

family makes decisions and how these are arrived at. In essence:

➡ Democracy and individualism have replaced traditional family hierarchies and chil-

dren play a far greater role. They are no longer protected from the adult world in the

way they were previously.

➡ Because the number of working and career women has increased dramatically,

male/female/family dynamics have changed. Independence is now an economic

possibility for a greater number of women – with the economics of divorce having

contributed to this. However, a number of commentators have identified a culture of

guilt surrounding the question of how to be a good mother, whilst at the same time

working full time and pursuing a career.

There are now no set life-stages and less age-appropriate behaviour. Children are

exposed to a greater number of stimuli (half of all four-year-olds have a television in

their bedroom) and are far more brand conscious. Adults stay young longer. The age at

which many have children is getting later as they concentrate on having ‘fun’ (this is

the rise of ‘middle youth’ – people in their 30s and 40s who still haven’t ‘settled down’,

something that has been manifested in the rise of adventure holidays targeted at this

group).
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The rise of the cash-rich/time-poor segment

Because more and more people are working longer hours, the service sector has grown

enormously to fill the time gap. The idea of getting someone to do something for you is no

longer unacceptable (laziness/snobbery). Instead, it is a sign of valuing your life. Other

factors that have led to the growth of the service sector to serve this market include:

➡ Seventy-two per cent of women of working age are now employed and whilst statis-

tics show that women still do the majority of housework, young women are less

inclined to do it than their mothers. The number of single-person households is also

increasing and so these people have no one else to do it for them.

➡ The desire to fully exploit the little time people do have. They are therefore willing

to pay for time, quality and simplicity – life is too short to do it yourself. This is not a

return to Edwardian hierarchy (i.e. ‘I am too good to clean’), but rather ‘I don’t have

enough time to clean, so I will pay someone to do it for me’.

➡ The 24-hour society that has been driven by:

➡ The Internet being ‘open’ 24 hours, helping to confirm this notion of the 24-hour

society

➡ Home delivery and combination of products when and where you want them

➡ An increase in stress-related diseases.

However, at the same time that we have seen the rise of the cash-rich/time-poor seg-

ment, there has also been a growth in the time-rich/money-poor segment, a factor that

has implications for the value-for-money offer.

A search for (greater) value

Against the background of the factors discussed in the above section, there is increas-

ingly the emergence of two (or three) nations within society (see Illustration 5.9), char-

acterized by:

➡ Forty per cent of households are affluent, but one in three is poor and getting poorer

➡ The wealthiest 5 per cent of UK society own 42 per cent of the total national

wealth, whilst the bottom 50 per cent own just 6 per cent of national wealth (the

top 25 per cent own 74 per cent of the wealth)

➡ High levels of price consciousness continue to thrive, and retailers are set to capital-

ize on this with the growth of retailers such as Wal-Mart, Aldi and Netto

➡ Even the wealthier, older households will feel squeezed as more of their discre-

tionary income goes on health, education and private insurance

➡ Consumers are becoming even more demanding of quality and see price/value

solutions more than price per se to be important

➡ Home shopping, with much more prominent pricing cues, will help to fuel the price

mentality.
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Illustration 5.9 The rise of the three-nation
society

In the mid-1990s, the Henley Centre high-

lighted the ways in which there is an interac-

tion of time and money and how this has led

to the emergence of a sizeable time-

poor/cash-rich segment in society. The profile

of this segment, which they referred to as

‘the first nation’, differs sharply from those

segments labelled the second and third

nations; the characteristics of the three seg-

ments are illustrated in Figure 5.19. The 20

per cent of the people in this first nation seg-

ment are characterized by being willing to

spend money to save time, something that

distinguishes them from the other 80 per cent

of society. By virtue of their income levels,

this segment of society also has open to it a

greater spectrum of product choices and has

responded by being more willing than other

segments to pass on to others some aspects

of life management.

The rise of ethical consumerism

Because of the large numbers of financial, food, health and environmental scares over

the past decade, a greater cynicism about government, politicians, big business and

brands has emerged.

Ethical consumerism has been a response to this and reflects the desire to gain con-

trol over one’s life. Buying ethical products from a supermarket, for example, involves

no major life changes, but is an easy way to make the consumer feel he or she is making

a difference. In these circumstances, prices are often of less importance than how the

product is positioned.

An emphasis upon health and healthy lifestyles

Because of the growing awareness of the ability and personal responsibility for indi-

viduals to influence their own health, the greater evidence regarding links between

diet and disease, and the shift from the welfare state to the individual, there has been

an upsurge in the emphasis given to lifestyle management. Underpinning this is the

The first nation The second nation The third nation

20% of the population 50% of the population 30% of the population
40% of consumer spending 50% of consumer spending 10% of consumer spending
Cash-rich Cash constrained Cash-poor
Time-poor Time-constrained Time-rich

Figure 5.19 The three-nation society
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recognition that diet is an important contributor to healthiness (‘I am more concerned

about what I eat and drink than I used to be’), and that children today are increasingly

exposed to smoking, pollution, drugs, stress and a lack of exercise. There is, though, a

general confusion over how to eat healthily, ‘the advice given on healthy eating is

always changing’ and a (growing?) body of consumers who just opt out or cannot

afford to participate (‘I would like to eat healthier foods but it costs a lot more to buy

the right things’).

The desire for indulgence and small treats

With society generally becoming wealthier, the rises in consumers’ disposable income

and the number of people considering themselves ‘middle class’, tastes and aspirations

are changing. Stressful lifestyles and time famine means there is a greater need for pam-

pering and enhanced leisure time. Even in times of economic hardship small indul-

gences remain intact; in fact, these are increasingly seen as essentials.
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